
AEROGREEN 4035 Rubber Removal Solution
One of the issues affecting airports worldwide is maintaining runway skid resistance at approved levels while keeping the airport 

operational. As air traffic increases and the runways are utilized more than ever, finding the windows to execute critical 

maintenance activities can be a challenging task.  Nevertheless, every time a plane lands each tire leaves on average 1 LB 

(0.45 kg) of rubber in the runway surface.  Special attention needs to be taken as runways covered with rubber become 

dangerous under rainy conditions leading to potential runway excursions. Carbonized rubber deposits on airport runways cause 

a dangerous loss of friction, making the touch-down zone slippery and hazardous, endangering the lives of pilots, passengers 

and the ground crew. Rubber contaminants also cover critical markings needed for pilots for safe landings.  In asphalt surfaces, 

if left untreated and not removed periodically, over time rubber accumulation causes the pavement to crack leading to inevitable 

repaving measures. Removing the rubber is the only way to guarantee that airports’ runways are safe and pavement assets are 

protected from deterioration.

www.aerogreen.us

Remove Rubber         Restore Friction   

DLA Stock Number:   6850-01-598-2898   5- Gallon Pail
6850-01-598-2900  55-Gallon Drum
6850-01-598-2899  330-Gallon Tote

SOLUTIONS FOR SUCESSFUL RUNWAY MAINTENANCE 



Best Practices in Rubber Removal
R4-Combination Method

The method widely used by military installations and commercial 

airports is chemical-waterblasting combination method, also known 

as R4 (Responsible Runway Rubber Removal) uses AEROGREEN 

4035 in combination with lower pressure waterblasting equipment 

Reduce pressure from 40,000 K to 20,000 K. 
Protects the integrity of the pavement from damage 
AEROGREEN 4035 is readily biodegradable 
Has multiply aerospace certifications  
Contains No Caustics 
Non-hazardous-Can Ship by Air 
Will not harm metals, runway pavement seals, caulking

compounds, runway lights, landing aircraft or airport personnel. 
Strategically designed to quickly soften the carbonized rubber allowing a lower pressure from the waterblaster to 
remove the rubber from the runway surface without removing the paint.  

Chemical Only-Brooming Method

With this method the AEROGREEN 4035 is applied to the runway surface, 

allow short swell time, and rubber is removed using heavy duty sweeper /

broom scrubbing action followed by a complete rinse with water to remove 

the rubber from the markings. 

Improves pilot’s visibility of the Markings

Restore friction to the runway.

Will Not Remove existing markings. 

This method is best recommended for airports 

That can close their runways for longer periods of time.

Don’t have access to waterblasting machines

Existing rubber removal equipment is down for repairs.

In-between regularly scheduled contractor service to restore friction to the runway.

For aging runway surfaces to prevent further damage from high pressure cleaning applications.

Ideal for airports that can set the rubber removal schedule to meet their closure schedules. 

Use existing in-house equipment and personnel.   

For detailed instruction for use and assistance with determining which method and amount of AEROGREEN 4035 is needed 

to remove the rubber from your runway surfaces visit our website at http://www.aerogreen.us/aero-green-4035-runway-

rubber-remover.html, or contact us at 540-450-8375 
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